
Live Without Anger 

 

Have you ever wished there was a ‘Life Reset’ button? To reset back to your 

“default perfect self”! 

YES! 

 

When someone says that life is hard or unfair what they’re really saying is “there 

seem to be limitations and I don’t like them.” “It always seems like others have it 

easy … why not me?” “Can I live powerfully too?” 

YES! 

 

What if you had a Personal Search Engine? Could directly access your Energy 

Inner-Net? An ‘easy button’ that always tells you HOW TO live creatively and 

powerfully? Limiting beliefs to release . . . Inner Powers to re-activate. 

 

 

 

Think about this: Energy makes everything work. When you have an ENERGY 

EDUCATION, and can access and direct your Life Energy, then you are in the flow 

and all Life is EASY. 

YES! 

 

We each have a Personal Search Engine for our Energy Inner-Net. This PSE is 

Energy Measuring, or Kinesiology. A direct way to ASK/SEARCH your healthy 

Energy System, remove drama/trauma energy glitches, and LIVE creatively with 

power and joy. 

 



Ok, so this is the tool to get answers. How do I master using this tool? 

 

What if you had a Personal Search Engine? Could directly access your Energy 

Inner-Net? An ‘easy button’ that always tells you HOW TO live creatively and 

powerfully? Limiting beliefs to release . . . Inner Powers to re-activate. Through 

our Book, “Core Health: The Quantum Way To Inner Power”. 

 

This is a RESULTS-Based, Proven HOW-TO for each UNIQUE Individual, the ‘re-set’ 

to your perfect default setting. Dr. Ed Carlson, a researcher of Human Energy and 

Kinesiology for 30 years, and Dr. Livia Kohn, Asian scholar, and Daoism specialist 

by profession, now detail HOW TO re-set your energy to your ‘Perfect Moment’ 

self. 

 

Examples, research, illustrations and action perfectly blend to enhance your 

journey to your renewed, natural core of pure health. 

https://www.amazon.com/Core-Health-Quantum-Inner-Power/dp/1621417077/ref=sr_1_1?crid=21QSI23GCYDX8&keywords=quantum+way+to+inner+power&qid=1644875926&sprefix=quantum+way+to+inner+power%2Caps%2C654&sr=8-1

